Smoker Information
Thank you for purchasing a Champion Drum Smoker. Here are a few tips and tricks to
help you get started with your new smoker. If you have any questions please give me a
call at 912-980-6208.
1. Season your drum.
a. I have already sprayed the drum with canola oil, but I recommend you do
it again. Don’t forget to spray the racks.
b. Add about 15 lbs of charcoal to your charcoal basket.
c. Take out 12-15 coals and light in a chimney starter.
d. Let burn for 15 min. Pour coals on unlit charcoal in basket.
e. Add any wood to basket (doesn’t matter since you aren’t cooking
anything.)
f. Place charcoal basket in drum.
2. Bring drum up to temperature.
a. Place lid onto drum. Completely open exhaust on the lid. Slightly crack
open air intakes on the bottom and allow temperature to come up to 275
degrees - 300 degrees. (DO NOT COMPLETELY OPEN INTAKES)
3. Let the drum Season.
a. Seasoning is to help burn off any leftover residue before cooking. The
drum was previously used to contain apple juice so it is completely safe.
b. Let run at least 4-8 hours.
4. Let the drum cool down
a. Close all intakes and exhaust to help choke the fire.
5. You are now ready to start cooking.
When cooking don’t leave the lid off for long periods of time. This can cause the
temperature to rise very quickly in the drum. DO NOT LEAVE THE LID OFF AND
WALK AWAY. To much air causes the fire to grow. This can cause your drum to
become to hot and burst into flames. I have primed the drum with 2000 degree primer,
but no paint and primer can stand up to open flames.

Smoke food to temperature not to time. Times may vary.
*This Drum Smoker is not a stick burning smoker. If you
burn wood only it will case a fire in the drum, and can ruin
the paint on the outside. It is for charcoal use only. Lump
charcoal works as well. Add wood chunks as a source of
smoke*
Cleaning your drum
● Overtime your drum may build up some food drippings or charcoal ash at the
bottom. Take a water hose (preferably with an attachment that has a jet setting)
and spray the inside of the drum.
● You can use a brillo pad, sponge, or rag to scrub the inside if needed.
● Leave the lid off to let the drum air out until dry.
● Turn upside down to dry if needed.

Recommended Equipment
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Wireless Digital Meat Thermometer
Cover (if not provided)
Heat Resistant BBQ Gloves
Chimney Fire Starter
BBQ Grill brush for cleaning
Long Tongs
Long BBQ Tongs
Solid Bear claws (for pulled pork, chicken, etc.)
Lighter fluid or newspaper to start fire
Firestarter cubes

